
“Don't go out any further, it gets deep!  Stay here where it's shallow”  

My mother never learned to swim. After my parents divorce she was granted custody of my sister and 
I.  We were poor and lived simply but many of the non-essentials of life escaped us.  There were many 
things I was never able to try or learn, swimming was one of them.  My mother's concern for my safety 
evolved into anxiety and still today my heart rate increases, my breathing is shallow and rapid, and my 
body tenses when I am too deep in the water.

I grew up believing in God and tried to do what I should and not do what I shouldn't.  I often sat in the 
pew on Sunday mornings.  I kept safely in the shallows but I discovered the shallows is boring, not a 
lot going on there but you do get a good view of the fun other people are having.  At some point, you 
have to make a choice and decide what you want more, safety or adventure.  

One of those choices presented itself in my life a few years ago when my husband and I were asked to 
co-chair the Reach Capital Campaign.  We didn't know what we were doing and were ill-equipped to 
be considered “leaders”, we were sitters way more than leaders.  We went through a decision making 
process and accepted the role.  We discovered being leaders means attending a lot of meetings.  Also 
such glamorous tasks as stuffing envelopes, making phone calls, organizing schedules, and offering 
encouragement.  

Something beautiful and miraculous happened though as we journeyed through the campaign.  We saw 
God! We saw his hand at work as many of the congregation joined together to write text, develop 
graphic design, plan events, share their testimony, make posters, and more.  It was in the mundane 
steps and in the joy of celebration that we experienced God's Presence and His Pleasure.  We were 
overwhelmed by the generosity of our church family as in the end we pledged hundred of thousands of 
dollars more than was anticipated.  We aren't a church of millionaires, just hard working people who 
love the Lord and are doing our best. 

Looking back, I am so glad I didn't continue to heed my mother's warning to not go out any further.  I 
found that when I reached deeper and went further than I ever had before, the blessings were magnified
and the adventure of life with God, awe-inspiring.  During the campaign we were encouraged to 
prayerfully ask, “Lord, What do you want to do through me?”  I want more of what I experienced then 
for myself and for our church.  I hope we will never stop asking that question – Lord, What do you 
want to do through me?  We still have debt to pay off for the construction of the Family Life Center.  
Paying off debt is not exciting and it's not fun.  But when we take time to consider all the ways God is 
using that space and lives that are being changed, we should be on our knees in amazement.  I'm so 
thankful for all that's been given toward the Reach Campaign pledges.  I want to thank all of you for 
allowing us to be part of the experience and encourage you to reach further and deeper than you ever 
have.  From one experienced in dwelling in the shallows, I tell you it's not the place to be, get out there 
in the deep!


